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Syllabus for Old Testament Study. By PROFESSOR JOHN R. 
SAMPEY, D.D., LL.D., Southern Baptist Theological Semi- 
nary. Louisville, Ky.: Charles T. Dearing, I903. PP. IOS. 

In any criticism of this book it has to be remembered that it was 
"prepared primarily for the use of students in the Southern Baptist 
Theological Seminary," and that " it is supplemented by copious lec- 
tures and constant questioning on the part of the teacher." "This 
Syllabus serves as a guide to the best literature on the various periods, 
and puts before the student such introductory information as will aid 
in the understanding of the different books of the Hebrew Scriptures." 

The volume is divided into three parts: the first is devoted to books 
of reference; the second gives a brief outline of the various books of 
the Old Testament; alld the third is a chronological chart, giving the 
principal events of the history and literature of Israel and Judah, 
besides contemporaneous events in other nations. The book is not 
partisan, yet in temper it is almost surprisingly conservative, Isaiah, 
chaps. 40-66, for example, being regarded as pre-exilic. It is not only 
the extreme left wing of criticism that comes under Dr. Sampey's lash 
as when he says that, in the Polychrome Bible, " the documentary 
theory is carried to ridiculous extremes " (p. 7), or that Cheyne's 
chronology of the Psalter is " utterly wild " (p. II); but even G. A. 
Smith's Isaiah is described as "tinctured with destructive criticism" 
(p. I 3); and occasionally it is recommended thatcertain books emanat- 
ing from the critical school for example, Kent's Ilisfory of Zhe Xebrew 
PeopZe be read " with discrimination " (p. I I). The general effect 
of this conservative standpoint has been to exclude works, not only of 
undoubted ability, but of great importance. It is difficult otherwise to 
see why Cheyne'sJeremiah in " Men of the Bible " series or his hrosea 
in the " Cambridge Bible " series should be ignored. Doubtless it 
was not the author's purpose to rnake the list of books recommended 
exhaustive; but in a volume purporting to be a "guide to the best 
literature" some of the omissions are strange. If Oehler's OSd Sesta- 
menZ SXgeoZogy and Buhl's Canon and Sext of fSe OZd zestafflent are 
mentioned, are Schultz's OAd l'esfamenf SheoZogy and Ryle's Canon not 
worthy of equal mention ? Practically no use whatever is made of 
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the two great recent Bible dictionaries, and no reference to such 
important work as the late Professor Davidson's articles in Hastings 
on Hosea and Jererniah. If the author's purpose was to help the 
student, it seems strange that he should mention Ewald's great his 
tory in five volllmes, which the ordinary student is never likely to read, 
and to leave unnoticed the short and admirable histories of Cornill, 
Ottley, and NVade. 

Sometimes the remarks upon books by the critical school are hardly 
adequate or even just. Surely Cornill's charming lectures on She 
Prophets of AsraeS are not exhaustively characterized as " a brief state- 
ment of the present Radical position " (p. I3). Still less is W. Robertson 
Smith's Prophets of IsraeS "an eloquent plea for the Radical view of 
prophecy." It is an exposition, not a plea; and such characterizations 
would be enough to divert the ordinary reader from two of the most 
stimulating books he could read. One who has read Driver's illuminat- 
ing commentary on OeuZeronomy learns from Dr. Sampey with sur- 
prise that " for the faithful pastor and his flock " the volurnes of the 
nternaZtonaS CrificaS Commenfary " seem to have little that is edifying," 
though on the next page the concession is made that " Driver is 
always learned and attractive " (p. 8j. 

But, apart from disputed critical questions, it may be doubted 
whether the list of books recommended will serve the end for which 
the author intended it. The descriptions of the books are in few cases 
precise enough to be of much real service as a guide. Such vague 
phrases as "good," "quite good," "quite able" a compliment, by 
the way, with which Calvin is once honored-occur frequently. The 
advice with regard to I and 2 Chronicles is as follows: (a) Murphy on 
Chronicles is quite good; (b) the Lange volume is good; (c) Keil is 
also valuable. Almost identical is the advice on Jeremiah: (a) Orelli 
is quite good; (b) Keil is also good; (c) Streane on Jeremiah and 
Lamentations is also useful. Probably these hints were amplified in 
the class-room; but, as they stand, they do not carry us very far. What 
a sprzghfZy commentary is we should like to know (Murphy on Genesis 
and Exodus); Davison's Prazses of IsraeS seerns to deserve more than 
this dul)ious commendation (p. I 2). 

The summaries of the Old Testament books are useful, but in many 
cases they would shed little real light on the interpretation of the 
books. In the summary of the book of Job, for example, no attempt 
is made to bring out the important fact that the friends had not spoken 
the truth about God. Nor is there any hint of the true method of inter- 
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preting Jonah, though the alternatives are mentioned. The perspective 
is also curious: the summary of the seventy third Psalln gets ten lines, 
while the book of Hosea is summarized in four. 

In the chronological scheme, some of the earlier items are marked 
by a quaint and almost anlusing precision. In the light of the present 
discussion of the patriarchal stories, it is refreshing to be assured that 
Abraham was born in I996 B. C. 

This book convinces us more than ever of the enormous gain that 
historical criticism has brought even to the religious student of the 
Bible. It is almost pathetic to note the great gap that appears in the 
prophetic column of the chronological chart between the years 582 and 
520 B. C. If ever a prophet was needed, it was then, and the critics 
believe that one of the greatest prophets of all appeared then. And 
again, criticisrn, by distinguishing the prophetic and the priestly docu- 
ments of Genesis, has shown how powerfully the former exhibit the 
triumphant march of the purpose of Gced across the area covered by 
the book. Instead of that, we have here Genesis represented by the 
following colorless and unattractive outline: The generations of the 
heavens and the earth, of Adam, of Noah, of the sons of Noah, of 
Shem, of Terah, of Ishnlael, of Isaac, of Esau, of Jacob. 

JOHN E. McFADYEN. 
£N'OX COLLEGE, 

Toronto, Can. 

The Modern Speech New Testament. By the late RICHARD F. 
WEYMOUTH, D.LITT. Edited and partly revised by ERNESr 
HAMPDEN-COOK. New York: The 13aker & Taylor Co., I903. 
PP. 674. $I 25 

Dr. Weymouth was the author of a scholarly and useful work on 
the New Testament, entitled She ResvA nt Greek Sestament, exhibiting 
the text in which the majority of modern editors are agreed, with the pre- 
ferred readings of each. He was a thoroughly colllpetent Greek scholar 
and interpreter of the New Testanaent. The present work was the 
last that he did, and was in a real sense the crown of his labors. He 
called it "an idiomatic translation into everyday English from the text 
of She ResuZfant Greek SesZament;" it has no relation to any existing 
English version. It belongs therefore to that rapidly growing class of 
modernized translations of the Bible, of which the SwenZiefh Cerzfary 
SVezeJ 7teszamenZ is the best known (published by the Revell Co., Chi- 
cago!. And, indeed, the two works are very much alike, in contents, 
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